We are a small organization and do not have the knowledge base to explore a lot of the newer technologies that can benefit our manufacturing company. EWI has that knowledge base and has been helpful finding answers and helping us to navigate through new technologies.

—Manufacturing Engineer, Medical device manufacturer

Great technical insights combined with excellent understanding of application and business realities.

—Director of Advanced Design Center, Industrial products company

EWI helps you by...

- Providing professional expertise and guidance on **Materials and Process Selection**
- Conducting objective, detailed **Design Reviews** to give you constructive options for improvement
- Offering advanced **Feasibility Testing** to screen potential processes or material combinations

“Great technical insights combined with excellent understanding of application and business realities.”

—Director of Advanced Design Center, Industrial products company

**The Industries We Serve**
- Advance Energy | Aerospace
- Automotive | Consumer Electronics
- Defense | Government | Transportation
- Heavy Manufacturing | Medical Devices
- Oil & Gas | Packaging | Rail
- Space Exploration | Shipbuilding

Whether you need to **access specialized technical expertise** to help advance your company’s product design or operations procedures, want to assess the impact of **material and process selection**, are evaluating a **new technology**, or simply need an outside expert to provide **unbiased advice**, EWI can help.

**Optimizing Design**

**Improving Operations**

EWI helps you by...

- Offering **Technology Roadmapping** services to identify the right technology solutions for achieving your short and long-term goals
- Conducting in-depth analysis of your operations and making detailed **recommendations for Process Improvements**
- Providing vendor-agnostic **Technology Assessments** to determine the tools you need to maximize your productivity and efficiency

“We are a small organization and do not have the knowledge base to explore a lot of the newer technologies that can benefit our manufacturing company. EWI has that knowledge base and has been helpful finding answers and helping us to navigate through new technologies.”

—Manufacturing Engineer, Medical device manufacturer

**The Industries We Serve**
- Advance Energy | Aerospace
- Automotive | Consumer Electronics
- Defense | Government | Transportation
- Heavy Manufacturing | Medical Devices
- Oil & Gas | Packaging | Rail
- Space Exploration | Shipbuilding

Need to expedite your process screening trials?

EWI offers our **Rapid Feasibility Service** to complete your screening tests fast—often in a single day!

Want a fast review of your production processes right on your factory floor?

EWI will send an expert directly to your facility for an **Onsite Consultation** on a short-term, fixed-price basis.

About EWI:
EWI is the leading engineering and technology organization in North America dedicated to developing, testing, and implementing advanced manufacturing technologies for industry. By matching our expertise to the needs of our clients, we help manufacturers innovate premium, game-changing solutions that deliver a competitive advantage in the global marketplace.

**Ready to learn more?**
Contact Jon Jennings at jjennings@ewi.org